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            Locations  Idaho  Orofino
        

        
            
                
                    
                        Orofino Formerly Orofino Physical Therapy & Wellness


                        
                                                            
                                                                            
                                            1005 Michigan Avenue

Orofino, ID 83544                                            
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                                Location Info

                                This Location is Now Hiring

 Apply Now!

This Location has a 24-Hour Gym.

 Learn More

                            

                        											
											
							Clinic Hours

								Monday
	8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
	Tuesday
	8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
	Wednesday
	8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
	Thursday
	8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
	Friday
	8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
	Saturday
	Closed
	Sunday
	Closed
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                                        Read Bio
                                    

                                                            
                            
                                Josh Tilley DPT, ATC							

                                                            Physical Therapist
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											Josh Tilley DPT, ATC										

																					Physical Therapist
																				

										Josh received his Doctor of Physical Therapy degree in 2008 and has been a licensed physical therapist since that time. He has also been a certified Athletic Trainer since 2003. He has experience in various physical therapy settings, with most of that experience being in the outpatient setting. He also has experience with a wide variety of sports including professional, collegiate, Olympian, and high school athletics.
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											Joseph Smith										

																				

										Photo and Bio coming soon!
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                                        Read Bio
                                    

                                                            
                            
                                Johnny Powell PTA							

                                                            Physical Therapy Assistant
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											Johnny Powell PTA										

																					Physical Therapy Assistant
																				

										Johnny Powell is a 5th generation Idahoan who was raised on a dairy farm in Meridian. He is a retired Master Gunner who served 20 years in the United States Army where he served combat tours in both Iraq and Afghanistan. After retiring from the Army he went back to school and got his degree as a Physical Therapist Assistant and was Licensed in April 2017. He is a father of four and has been married for 23 years to his dream girl. He enjoys hunting, camping, riding his motorcycle, running and weightlifting, 80s hairbands and remembering the good old days when he had a mullet. He is learning how to play the bagpipes and volunteers as a Boy Scout Leader.

									

								

							

						                    

                            

            

            
        
            
                
Peak Physical Therapy in Clearwater County




When searching for exceptional physical therapy clinics near Clearwater Valley Hospital, ID, look no further than Peak Physical Therapy, located in Orofino. Having some of the best physical therapists near the Pink House Recreation Site, our clinic is easy to find. Formerly known as Orofino Physical Therapy & Wellness, we are east of Rte.12, offering outstanding physical therapy directly across the street from the Orofino Elementary School. Situated between the Funeral Home and the City Police Building, a large yellow gym sign is displayed out front. Call us or book your initial screening visit online to begin your healing journey. We offer convenient hours and a wide range of services and treatments to address various conditions and injuries. Your recovery journey starts here at Peak PT in Orofino, where we can help you at any rehabilitation stage. “Reclaim Your Life” with outstanding physical therapy and compassionate care.




Specialties & Treatments at Our Clinic




Our clinic in Orofino offers a comprehensive and specialized approach to physical therapy. Our clinicians are well-trained and experienced, ready to address whatever physical issues you may be experiencing. Whether it’s chronic pain, traumatic injuries, or a desire to improve your overall physical health, our team will provide you with an individualized treatment plan tailored specifically to your needs and goals. At this Peak Physical Therapy location, we offer cutting-edge techniques such as Orthopedic and Manual Therapy. We provide our patients with specialties such as Back Pain Rehabilitation, Sports Therapy, Vestibular Imbalance, and TMJ Disorder. We utilize such advanced methods that will significantly contribute to the speed and efficiency of your recovery, offering you relief from pain and the long-term results you deserve.




Meet Our Top Physical Therapists in Orofino




Peak Physical Therapy in Orofino, ID, is home to a team of highly skilled and certified physical therapists dedicated to staying updated with the latest advancements in their field. We are committed to providing our patients with the most effective and modern treatments. Our approach involves understanding each patient’s unique story and needs to develop personalized treatment plans. This personalized approach not only aids in the physical recovery process but also creates a positive and comfortable environment for our patients. We also offer assistance with appointment scheduling, insurance claims, and payment plans to make the healing journey seamless and stress-free. Trust Peak Physical Therapy in Orofino to provide compassionate, high-quality care with Maximal Functional Results so you can recover quickly and enjoy life on your terms.
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							People in Idaho and Washington Trust Peak PT

			
							Hear from patients that reclaimed their lives.

			
							
					

														
									

Starting my career at Peak PT was one of the best decisions I could have made for myself. The team was very welcoming and helpful to get me on my feet in the clinic. The other PTs in the company have been generous with their time, and they are eager to teach and mentor me about anything I need help with. Peak PT has been the perfect environment for me to get my career started.



									
										
											
												







												Brandon Sallee											

											
												DPT, PT											
										

																			
								
															
									

Peak Physical Therapy has provided vast opportunities during my time at the company. The company's primary focus of providing patients with exceptional care has spurred invaluable personal and professional growth. The positive workplace culture makes for an enjoyable environment for both employees and patients alike. 



									
										
											
												



												Corey O’Connor											

											
												Peak PT Staff Member											
										

																			
								
															
									

When I came in, my back prevented me from sitting/standing for over 30 minutes or enjoying my favorite activities...I was given stretches and strengthening exercises and I have increased flexibility, strength and knowledge of why my issues occurred as well as greatly reduced pain.



									
										
											
												



												Ian Muir											

											
																							
										

																			
								
															
									

Peak has helped me go from can't bend, to full extension. I would recommend anyone who has trouble to come see these guys, they are very good. I am glad to have been able to experience this place, it have helped me so much. Thank you Peak!



									
										
											
												



												Levy L.											

											
																							
										

																			
								
															
									

Working for Peak Physical Therapy has been a fantastic experience! I started as a new graduate 7 years ago and have never looked back. I can honestly say that I can’t imagine working anywhere else. In a field where I watch my peers have a new job every 2-3 years I think speaks volumes about just how great Peak is!



									
										
											
												



												Mike Lemmon											

											
												Peak PT Staff Member											
										

																			
								
															
									

When I came in my left ankle-Achilles tendon-had been swollen and sore for 9 months. I could not work at all without wanting to cry with the pain. Now I can work all day with no pain. I have enjoyed coming here. Everyone was very friendly and worked with me at my pace and encouraged me along the way so that I could do it.  I did!! Thank you all very much.



									
										
											
												



												Oditta M Church											

											
																							
										

																			
								
															
									

I came in with a very swollen high ankle sprain. I could not jump, run, or walk upstairs correctly. Now, I can completely play and function normally in a basketball game. I was told I had an eight-week recovery, I did it in one month! I payed in a basketball tournament no problem.



									
										
											
												



												Paige Madsen											

											
																							
										

																			
								
															
									

When I started with Peak, I could not walk far and my balance was extremely poor.  Because of going to Peak Physical Therapy, I can accomplish these tasks with ease. Thanks to Peak Physical Therapy, it was worth every appointment!



									
										
											
												



												Sandy Christiansen											

											
																							
										

																			
								
															
									

After having three neck and back surgeries I was very stiff and sore. I was in pain daily and was stiff.  The more active I got, the more pain I was in. I really appreciate their help in making my life a little more pain-free and enjoyable.  Thanks for all your help! I really appreciate all of you. Courtney was a joy to see at every appointment.



									
										
											
												



												Sue Keely											

											
																							
										

																			
								
																			
					

				
					
	


    
	
		
			Ready to reclaim your life? Peak PT is here to help.

							Schedule Now 
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						Scheduling:
 208-998-0005
	Fax:
 833-294-8725
	Billing:
 951-200-3620
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				Peak Physical Therapy locations:

				
						Barber Station (SE Boise)
	Boise
	Emmett
	Kennewick, WA
	Lewiston
	Middleton
	Moscow
	Mountain Home
	Nampa
	Orofino
	Pasco, WA
	Twin Falls
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